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About This Game

Coffee Shop Tycoon is a management game in which you take control of your own coffee shop. Will you thrive and become a
popular coffee shop or die trying? Everything lies in your hands.

The game is NOT another 'click and wait three hours for your employees to cook' kind of game you will have to take choices
constantly that will bring more costumers or make you lose money. We are building a game in which customization and

planning is as important as having fun.

Coffee Shop Tycoon features:

Brew your coffee

Create your own drinks
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Hiring and Training Staff

Marketing Campaigns

Seasons and Trends

Several coffee shops with different styles

Build reputation with Gourmet beverages and special coffee beans

Choose your coffee shop logo and color

Buy furniture and decoration for your coffee shop

Add services to your coffee shop (Wifi, Rewards, and more)

Special Events

Resupply food and drinks

Manage your franchise from you Headquarters.
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Title: Coffee Shop Tycoon
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Riff Studios
Publisher:
Riff Studios
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2016
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you are not a player in this match. 10/10 esea. What a game! It's perfect, I'll gladly recommend it.. very intersting mod, pls add
French army. In my opinion this is extremely over price.

Downside:
-Constant pop ups everytime i went to another section.
-Confusing if you have never play this game before trying to find your way around the UI.
-getting a warning email, making the correct change but still getting the same email over and over again?
-compared to other sport management games very poor.
-Championship manager 2010 (diff sport i know) is a much better game all round, and thats from 5/6 years ago?!
-Extremely over priced.

Goodpoints?!
-if your looking for a rugby leage sim, perfect.
. This game is too simple for my taste, but if you like simple games this might be a game for you.

You only get 2 units types: Land and Sea

Land units can only move to adjacent land area or board a sea units for a ratio of 1 to 1 to move to any coastal area.

You can only produce units in you zone with factories and it's not possible to build of capture more factories. If you lose all you
factories you cannot produce any more units.

You receive a set amount of pounds per provinces to spend once a year and you can only spend you money on that turn. There's
4 turns per year, one for each seasons. You do not need to maintain you army so it's possible to build up an insane amount of
troop which some time you need. With your money you can train troops, build forts and do 2 kind of 'political' actions.

To goal of the game is to get a set amount of victory points by capturing zones. Each zones is worth a random number of VP and
revenu.

I've seen a couple of weird thing, like small neutral provinces with more troop then any super power. Panama had over 30k
troops. If you own most of the map (90%+) you can build about 2k troops per year (unless you are Russia which build troops for
half the prince of the other nations). So controling the world it would take you about 15 years to just match the force of a minor
neutral nation and that would not even be enought to scratch their defence. That pretty much was a buzz kill for me.

You can also kill one by one the troop in neutral countries as a political action for the price of training 2.5 troops (5 for Russia)
which make this action mostly useless. You can also give them money so they can buy troops to make it harder for other nations
or you could buy the troop for you to conquer more land and get more money for more troop... so yet an other pointless action.

An other point is there is no real political mechanic in the game everyone is at war and that is it.

On a final note the AI is just horrible, play on hard if you want at least a tiny challenge.. Well the game looked like a good
management game about the survival of a little girl, but the truth is that the game is just a clicker and in the most boring way =(
Sad. i love boobies. It's like GNOG but not so intuitive and weird. I found the game to be boring and lack the in depth feeling
you get with a good DM in a tabletop game. It is postive that it tryies to be a roleplaying game but it just misses the mark a little.
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yiiiiikes..... Great game. I had a serious bug in that my computer was too good for it so you have to slow your comp down to
make it run good, found that on their forums or I would have never guessed that, but I'm glad I did. Graphics not so special lol
but it's a great fantasy strategy game.. To properly review this game, we have to travel back in time a little...

Welcome back to 2007, where the most popular game on Steam is Counter-Strike Source, where your game time isn't tracked,
where badges & cards don't exsist. It's also where, hiding in the deepest, darkest corners, indie devs pushed out games on Steam
without Early Access.

I like to call this epoch "The Dark Age of Indie Gaming on Steam". Ironic since it's in this epoch indie gaming boomed to-the-
max. Dark, obscure titles were pushed out on Steam which made Ricochet look cool.

Enter Vigil:Blood Bitterness, a game I bought July 2nd 2007 for 2,49USD during a "normal" sale, y'know, not like the ones we
have today. This game is a point & click "adventure"... erm... not even sure what to call it. All I remember was walking a few
screens away from the starting point and not being able to progress further. If I recall right, it had something to do with the
screen resolution ratio or whatnot. I clicked everywhere on the screen and pushed all my keyboard button. Nothing worked and I
just kept dying out of nowhere while this spooky volume-increasing music played in the background.

The art style is the reason I bought this game, nothing else. I though "hey, this black & white thing looks kinda cool, imma give
it a try". Even 11 years later, I still regret this descision and I still think about it sometimes like it's some sort of cursed game or
something. I won't ever know what this game was about, how it ends or what's in between. Maybe it's best I never know...

Today, you cannot boot this game since it was coded to be used with Windows XP and lower. The software used by the devs
could only be used for a limited amount of time and since then, the software was updated, making it so updating the old game
could not be possible. This game, these ideas, are lost forever in a digital abyss, a perpetual limbo of obsolescence.

Cannot recommend since it's broken and outdated. I rate this game ##ERROR## out of 10.

Rest in peace.. Needed some tricks to work on a dual screen setup, see the Steam forums for a solution.
The controls (I've tested with both kb+mouse and a joypad) are quite unintuitive no matter how I set them up. Also the voice
acting is mostly annoying, but the game looks really good and who wouldn't love the steampunk setting.

Still, unfortunately in terms of playability, there are a lot arcade shooters out there which are better.. Not only is this not endless,
it clearly has timed objectives and and end.. Probably the best VR storytelling experience I've seen yet - well worth the $6 for
about 40 mins of storytelling. Full immersive 3D.. 10/10 ign would buy the game pirate it and sell it again.
no but really there is a cracked version on ocean of games you might aswell download that tbh it has acheivments built in too in
the ocean of games thing. Very good game, has a good story and so much to do once completed. Only problem would be the
amount of glitches and bugs the game has. Would have to restart the game just to be able to fight someone.. Halliauegiuah THIS
GAME IS AWESOME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. This is a challenging climbing game. You will really have to plan your movements out
to get to various locations. Game does need a better tutorial. I got stuck on a particular location and have no idea how to get
across. Still, this is a nice challenging game. Sets itself apart from other climbing games by being much cheaper.

Sale Price Rating 6\/10
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